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29 Items Show 12 24 48 Allper Page 29 Items Show 12 24 48 Allper Side Page 2 Selkirk Metalbestos Class A Insulated Stainless Steel Chimney Pipe is UL Listed multi-fuel system and is ideal for venting residential appliances, burning natural and LP gas, #2 oil and wood. It has been specially designed
for today's modern high-efficiency wood burning stoves, wood heaters and combined fuels in central heating systems. UL103 Standard for safety factory chimneys for residential types and heating plant buildings. Our chimney pipe and Selkirk Class A components are made of durable stainless steel.
Features threaded inner couplings that lock along with 1/8 swive and securing tape to secure tight pipes to pipe seals. Order multiple components and pipe lengths of class A pipe pipes is often referred to as double wall, triple wall, or insulated chimney stove pipe. Selkirk Metalbestos pipe does not contain
asbestos, Metalbestos is simply a model pipe. Are you doing a new installation? Check out rock-vent class chimney systems for new installations. As of 31 March 2020, all our production plants are n. America's distribution centers, technical and customer service remain fully operational, amid global
concerns about COVID-19. In cases where guidelines have been issued to stay at home, our facilities have been exempted to support essential services because our products are used in critical infrastructure such as hospitals, medical facilities, financial institutions and other critical applications for end-
use. We aggressively follow recommended security measures and ensure that all of our locations comply unless they exceed CDC guidelines. We are monitoring the situation on an ongoing basis. We will also continue to actively assess the necessary measures we need to take to ensure the health and
safety of our customers, employees and their families. Thank you in advance for your dedication and patience as we all adapt and work to defeat this virus. Strength, safety and performance are at the heart of every product we produce. Selkirk is a leading brand of chimney, vent and air products for the
commercial and residential heating and heating sectors. For more than 90 years, we have provided winning solutions that keep individuals and structures comfortable and secure. Selkirk understands that building construction, ongoing maintenance costs and product quality are key elements of any
project. Our products are designed for sustainable performance in installation, efficiency, comfort and safety. They go beyond different codes and meet the strict standards of Underwriters Laboratories. That's why demanding customers trust Selkirk more than any other brand. For more information on how
Selkirk can provide winning solutions for your business, please contact us: USA: 800.433.6341 Canada: 888.735.5475 Information regarding other product categories offered can be found hartandcooleyllc.com This site uses cookies to offer you a better browsing experience. By continuing to browse this
site or clicking the Approve button, you agree to the use of cookies on your device as described in our privacy notice. Selkirk, formerly known as Metalbest or Metalbestos, is ideal for vauting residential heating equipment burning wood, #2 oil and natural and liquid propane. Selkirk is specially designed for
today's modern, highly efficient airtight wood-burning stove and for use with gravity (natural drafts), only for non-positive internal pressure. McS is applicable on any appliance with a power burner (e.g. an oil furnace) if the appliance operates with a neutral or negative output design. Non-residential
appliances that can cause positive pressure in the chimney should use the Selkirk Commercial Model PS or IPS system. Note: All stove &amp; chimney pipes are selected and classified according to the inner diameter. If your flue has 6 inner diameter you choose from 6 stove and chimney pipe
categories. Chimney System Help Articles This site uses cookies to give you a better browsing experience. By continuing to browse this site or clicking the Approve button, you agree to the use of cookies on your device as described in our privacy notice. Notification.
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